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Report for 970094589513982043’s (nekomataonigiri.) 

server being hack and discord token being lack 

 

 

  



Reason for the item, 

To confirm the hack is not related to HN internal policy and staff and define the 

responsibility of this attack.  

 

Roles: 

⚫ Chief Administration Officer – Issac Li (Report Drafter) 

⚫ Chief Technology Officer – Anson Tsang (Technical Specification) 

⚫ Chief Information and Operation Officer (Operation Specification) 

⚫ Lead of HN Trust and Safety - Taddeo Leung (Report Verifier) 

⚫ The lead of Human Resources and Administration - Owen Liu (Report Verifier) 

 

Complain from, 

- Location: Discord 

- Channel: 1080504136954544128, 1164882421074903061 

- Server: 200144348891971584 

- Reported User: nekomataonigiri.(970094589513982043) 

 

 



Investigation Description: 

- 20 Oct 2023 

At 18:55, user nekomataonigiri. (AKA reporter) claimed that our staff leaked the 

token about his discord bot, leading to his server being “discord raid”. (As captured 

below) 

 

CAO, Issac Li has replied that HN (Hyper Group) defined a privacy policy and not all 

staff can access the host panel (https://panel.hnhost.net). CAO advised the user to 

open a ticket and contain our COIO, Ivan Cheung and provide the URL about the 

panel to perform further investigation. CAO also claimed that we, as Hyper Group 

staff, will not access the server panel backend without any permission and requested 

the user to provide the information for further investigation. CAO request CTO, COIO 

and Operation Lead to support this case. 

 

 

  

https://panel.hnhost.net/


CTO, Anson Tsang has requested the user to provide the information and the user 

opened a ticket at 19:06.  

 
CTO requested the reporter to provide the server URL again and he claimed that he 

didn’t know English and could not communicate with us. CTO changed the reply 

language to Chinese. The CTO requested the reporter to provide the server URL 

multiple times but failed.  

 



 

 

At 19:13, the reporter finally provided the server URL to the CTO and the 

investigation started.  

 

AT 19:16, the CTO discovered suspicious access and action performed at the server 

“c83c4e1c” and reported to the reporter and confirmed if those actions were 

performed by the reporter himself.  

 



At 19:16, the CTO replied this means the panel password is leaked and the hacker 

access the panel via the registered email and password leaked. The CTO also notified 

our password is encrypted in our own database and our staff were not able to obtain 

the password by accessing the database.  

 

 

 

At 20:27, the user requested to restore the lost files. RAD Manager, Jia Jun replied it 

was not possible to restore and the COIO was notified user had the responsibility to 

protect his own data and perform a backup if necessary. 

 

Overall case and description ended.  

 
 

  



Conclusion,  

Hyper Group do not have the responsibility in this case as we already notified user 

should perform their backup regularly and none of our staff is included in this Raid 

attack.  

 

Recommendation,  

Users should keep their own passwords safe and notify HN staff immediately if 

unknown access happens.  


